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TERMS &CONDITIONS OF ON-LINE INTERNSHIP
1) BankDRT takes student internships very seriously and invests lot of time, money and
energy on them. Laws relating to management of bank debts and resolution of bad
debts is an emerging area of law with huge potential for practice, either as an advocate
or as a consultant or to be part of law firms dealing in Corporate laws. There is acute
dearth of professionals in this field.
2) The aim of online internship is to help students have a broad macro level overview of
the laws relating to recovery of debts due to Banks and financial institutions, and also
the remedies available to the borrower/guarantors and other third parties in disputes
on banking issues.
3) The online internship aims to help students get to know the finer points of law
through research on specified topics, or preparing a brief on the subject.
4) The entire internship will be through Google Drive/ email based data transfer, and
through pre-structured formats.
5) Interns will be able to speak and interact with their mentor at-least once every
week through telephone/ Skype/ WhatsUp with the senior mentor allocated to
them.
6) On line intern need not visit courts or any office for the internship. The internship
can be accomplished from their place of residence itself provided they have access
to computer and Internet connection.

7) Online Intern will be required to give at least one oral presentations during their
internship (30 days) and will be through Skype. The Interns are encouraged at
public speaking, addressing audiences, using methods like PPT, graphs, charts,
briefs etc, it will be like a virtual moot court.
8) The internship will be structured depending upon the semester in which the interns
are studying. , after screening them through a telephonic interview. Though online,
the internship at BankDRT is a serious affair. Please do not apply if you are not serious
and/or looking at it as a ‘stop-gap arrangement’.
9) Interns are not given any stipend/ salary/ compensation, TA/DA for the internship
work/period. However senior interns performing exceptional work may be given
ex-gratia payment subject to discretion of the firm.

10) Senior interns doing exceptionally well can opt for extended internship on domain
subject, or short term jobs and/or be shortlisted for internship cum job offer
subject to mutual agreement.

11) BankDRT takes great pride in the interns and its Internship scheme and invests lot
of time and money on giving fruitful and practical inputs. Please do not apply for
internship and/or accept internship offer for time pass or simply because it does it
not involve physical movement if you do not have serious intention for working
hard and completing the internship. Interns not completing the internship without
adequate reasons will be permanently barred from future internship in the firm and
would also be reported to College placement Officer.
Commitment fee:
12) Interns interested in interning at our Office should deposit a “Commitment Fee” of
Rs. 3000/- only. The commitment fee is non-refundable in any circumstances.
13) The commitment fee should be remitted via RTGS to Account Name: BankDRT
Informatic Services, Current account No. 213400201000151, IFSC/ NEFT Code:
CORP0002134, Branch code: 2134, Corporation Bank, IP Extension, New Delhi-92. The
commitment fee can also be sent through DD in favor of BankDRT Informatic Services ,
payable at Delhi.
14) Interns who complete internship successfully will be awarded a appropriate Certificate.
Exceptionally well performing Interns are also given incentive/ rewards of various kinds.
15) For any assistance and/or information please feel free to speak on 011-22242518/
011-2247128.
16) If interested, plz fill up the accompanying form and send it to our Delhi Office.
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